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Location: Approximately
11,500 members of a Miao
subgroup who call
themselves Qanu are
primarily located in villages
to the south of the city of
Kaili, in Guizhou Province’s
Qiandongnan Prefecture.1
Kaili is the main center of
the Northern Hmu language
group.
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Qanu. Many Protestant
missionaries targeted the
Gha-Mu and A-Hmao in
northwest Guizhou and
northern Yunnan prior to the
advent of Communism, but
few worked in the region of
southeast Guizhou where
the Qanu are located.
Former missionaries in
China are generally
remembered as selfsacrificing servants who
labored with the love of God
for the people they lived
among. The Communist
authorities, however, have a
very different view of
history: “From the
nineteenth century onwards
the imperialists propagated
Christianity in northwest
Guizhou and in other Miao
areas. They… printed the
‘Bible’ in order to poison
and deceive the masses in
the area of question.
Furthermore, they sowed
dissension and discord,
spied, exploited, pillaged
etc.”8
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Status of Evangelization
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A = Have never heard the gospel
B = Were evangelized but did not
become Christians
C = Are adherents to any form of
Christianity

Language: Michael Johnson
notes, “The speakers of
another intelligible dialect
group to the south of Kaili
City call themselves Qanu.”5
Although they possess a
different ethnocultural
identity, the Qanu speak the
same language as the
Northern Hmu. Remarkably
— despite their small
numbers and the fact that
few people today are aware
of their existence — a
French-Qanu dictionary was
complied by Joseph Esquirol
in the 1930s.6 Esquirol
transcribed Qanu as Kanao.
History: The lack of a
written script has caused
great anguish among the
Miao for centuries. A Miao
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